
 

 

  

 

 

 
 

 



 

 

 

Artcurial’s first Comic Book auction of the year led by 

François Tajan on 4
th

 and 5
th

 May 2018, totalled €1,294,080/ 

$1,552,896. 

 

In a world premier outside of Japan, a strip from legendary 

Astro Boy was presented at auction (lot 447). The drawing, 

penned by the master of Japanese comic, Osamu Tezuka, 

was sold for €269,400/ $323,280 including fees, nearly 6 

times its estimate. For several minutes, 4 bidders, including 

three on the phone, fought hard to win this particularly rare 

work signed by the one nicknamed the Asian Hergé. 

Ambassador Atomu (Atomu Taishi) is launched in 1951 and as 

by the following year this character becomes the hero of 

Astro Boy (Tetsuwan Atomu). Met with worldwide success, its 

fame transcends the limits of Pop culture linked to the baby-

boom generation and large scientific innovations. 

 

Another hero of the 7
th

 art, this time from Gaulle, an Albert 

Uderzo strip of La Galère d’Obélix (lot 454) depicting our 

indefatigable protagonists in one of their famous arguments 

caused by Obelix’s insatiable appetite and voracious quest 

for wild boars finds a new home for €123,500 / $148,200 

(estimate €100,000 – 130,000). The album is published in 

1996. Drawn in the same decade, the charcoal on paper for 

the Tardi en banlieue exhibition, entitled La Gare de banlieue 

by Tardi (lot 439) is sold for €84,500/ $101,400 including fees 

(estimate: $70,000 – 90,000). 

 

Tintin’s universe is also well represented. The first chapter of 

the auction was dedicated to objects dedicated to him, such 

as the bronze sculpture Tintin et Milou by Nat Jean (lot 30) 

sold for €136,500 / $163 800, albums and original pieces such 

as the illustration Le courrier de Tintin (lot 128) which reached 

€33,800/ $40,560.

«It was a privilege to offer in Paris an Osamu 

Tezuka piece. His drawings are extremely rare, and 

the Astro Boy strip that we presented had never 

been presented at auction. It is today in the hands 

of a private European collector who had an eye on 

it for some time! 

The record price that we obtained demonstrates 

that Paris is not only a place of sale for Franco-

Belgian the comic strips. »  

Eric Leroy, Expert 

Comic books, Artcurial  
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